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          Hi,

When I running WebViewer server docker container it’s constantly shown as “unhealthy”.

	Is it an issue and how can I fix it?
	Is it possible automatically restart container when it becomes unresponsive (but still running)?
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Deploying WebViewer on Amazon Web Server - WebViewer Server on a Single Instance
	Deploy WebViewer using Docker Image - Running from DockerHub
	WVS Install Issues - Windows Specific Issues - I want to run the WebViewer Server Docker container on a Windows VM, is this possible?
	What is WebViewer Server? - What is WebViewer Server built with Docker?

APIs:	ForceClientSideInit
	WebViewerInstance - options
	CoreControls. DocumentViewer - options

Forums:	Webviewer Server: How to delete the converted file when original file is deleted
	Webviewer server annotations
	Random non-rendering of pages with Page Canvas
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          Hi,

We’ll take a look at this issue. Thanks.

Wanbo
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          @Ramzi_Chennafi  Could you help take a look at this ticket? Thanks a lot!
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          Hi Aevtukh,

If your container is reporting unhealthy right at startup then there is likely an issue with your configuration. Can you provide the logs from your containers and your configuration? You can provide them through https://pastebin.com/
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          Hi,

This is my config file: # This compose file provides an example of attaching multiple webviewer-server i - Pastebin.com
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          Also I have multiple errors in the event log:

  
      [image: ]

      Pastebin
  

  
    

The description for Event ID 1 from source docker cannot be found. Either the...


  Pastebin.com is the number one paste tool since 2002. Pastebin is a website where you can store text online for a set period of time.
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          Hi,

@Ramzi_Chennafi any updates on this?
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